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On  the  back  of  the  book  Chalchyn-Gol  1939  by  Maksym  Kolomyjec,  which  is  reviewed  elsewhere,  the  following  
three  uniform  drawings  are  shown:

Lieutenant,  Company  

Commander,  6th  Armored  Brigade,  August  1939.

At  first  glance,  and  probably  mostly  because  of  the  Japanese  saber,  I  thought  the  scout  was  a  Japanese  soldier,  but  the  text  suggests  

that  it  is  a  Russian  soldier.  The  hat,  whose  shadow  can  just  be  seen  under  the  blur,  is  of  the  same  model  as  shown  on  the  

sergeant.  The  uniform  blouse  is  Russian  (the  collar  mirrors  are),  while  the  trousers  and  shoes  appear  to  be  of  Japanese  manufacture.  

The  blurring  on  the  body  appears  to  have  been  made  after  a  Japanese  model.  The  Japanese  officer's  saber  (Japanese:  katana)  

is  of  the  classic  "samurai  model".

The  sergeant  is  wearing  the  blue  coveralls  that  were  common  in  the  1930s  and  were  later  replaced  by  khakis  (in  almost  every  color  

imaginable).  The  canvas  cap  (Russian:  panamka)  was  worn  in  warm  regions  (and  later  probably  best  known  from  pictures  of  Russian  

soldiers  in  Afghanistan  in  the  1980s).  The  large  red  star  is  printed/painted  on  and  carries  in  the  center  a  smaller  enameled  version  of  

the  red  star  with  hammer  and  sickle.  The  sergeant's  insignia  on  the  collar  mirror  are  shown  as  diamonds;  however,  they  should  be  

shown  as  triangles,  with  only  brigade,  division  and  cross  commanders  being  rhombuses.

Scout,  in  camouflage,  11th  Armored  

Brigade,  July  1939.

Sergeant,  Deputy  Commander/ Squadron,  11th  

Armored  Brigade,  July  1939.

The  lieutenant  is  wearing  usual  field  uniform;  the  light  color  of  the  uniform  blouse  may  suggest  that  it  is  made  of  a  lighter  material  

than  the  trousers.  The  lieutenant's  collar  insignia  are  shown  correctly  in  the  form  of  enamelled  squares.  The  sleeve  degree  

marks,  which  are  actually  two  golden  angles  -  the  upper  one  wide,  the  lower  one  narrow  -  on  a  red  background,  appear  here  as  two  red  

angles  on  fabric  corresponding  to  that  of  the  uniform  blouse;  whether  this  is  a  field  version  of  the  degree  signs  or  "artistic  freedom"  is  

not  known.  The  sleeve  degree  symbols  went  out  of  use  per  1  August  1941  (Prikaz  253).
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